
Iznik tiles are one of the most recognizable of all 
Ottoman arts. The iconic tiles are named after their 
production center in Iznik – ancient Nicaea, of the 
Nicaean Code – which lies on the eastern shore of the 
Marmara Sea. !
The height of Iznik tiles in both design and technique 
was the 16th century, during the height of the 
Ottoman Empire. Our handmade tiles maintain this 
artistic legacy and support contemporary artisans in 
Turkey. !

Handmade in Turkey  
Underglazed, hand painted ceramic tiles !
Iznik tiles are for wall and accent use. Suitable for use in wet 
areas such bathrooms and kitchens. Not for use as flooring. 
Small cracks in the glaze, minor variations in color, and small 
slips of the brush are hallmarks of the process and are not flaws.

IZNIK TILES 

PINAR 
Dimensions: 20 x 20cm // 7.87in x 7.87in approx 
Depth: 0.75cm // 0.3in approx 

Tiles are made to order and ship directly from Turkey 
Please note tiles are produced in centimeters. 

For more information or to request a quote, please email info@clarelouisefrost.com.  

PINAR accent tile  
20 x 20cm !
Pinar is a natural spring, a giver a life, as 
well as a woman's name. Our Pinar tile 
springs forth with Anatolian tulips and 
carnations, both Ottoman motifs, 
balanced by an almost-symmetry and 
elegant, long leaves in Turkish turquoise 
and fresh young green. Dark, rich blue 
around the edges grounds the airy 
design. !
Accent tiles do not create repeating 
designs, and are excellent as accents in 
kitchen backsplashes, interspersed on 
bathroom walls, etc.  !
Iznik tiles are for wall and accent use. 
Can be used in wet areas like bathrooms 
and kitchens. Not for use as flooring. 
Small cracks in the glaze are hallmarks of 
the process and not flaws. 
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